TO THE EDITOR: Science is not decided by democratic vote. If it were, my "Counterpoint" would now probably be counted as outvoted. I thank those who took part in this debate and I will reciprocate below.
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First, let me add a note on the function and importance of modeling in physiology as I see it. For too long we have accepted intricate reasoning in the discussion section of physiological studies. Logically speaking, authors jump from "In this study I have proven A, which leads to B, and since C, D, and E are equally true or plausible, my study shows that F is a logical consequence." While there may be truth in such reasoning, I find it helpful to translate the assumptions into a mathematical model and put that to the test. Though the model cannot definitely prove the earlier reasoning, it may show its fallacies and, anyway, it may help in designing new and better experiments.
The above paragraph was importantly inspired by Dr. Taylor's (see Ref. 3) contribution to the present debate; by effectively ridiculing the mathematical model for 0.1-Hz waves that we put forward in 1987 (2) he seems to deny the importance that he himself attached to (simple) modeling in his 2002 review on the topic (1), although our model applied the strict physiological reasoning that he advocated. I only hope that I misunderstood his comment.
Dr. Hughson (see Ref.
3) sums up the main issues while adding a few of his own observations when he tried to disentangle central respiratory and peripheral blood pressure effects. Dr. Taha (see Ref 3) added to this the feedback from the lungs and, possibly, atrial stretch receptors that have been wrongly overlooked.
Dr. Tzeng (see Ref.
3) points out the problems in using BRS from spontaneous, respiration-related blood pressure oscillations, as does Dr. Julien (see Ref.
3). I think that I gave sufficient attention to that issue, pointing out that the admixture of central modulation of BRS can lead to erroneously high values, in particular in young subjects. However, the respiratory HR oscillations in humans are much smaller than those in dogs, the subjects of many of Dr. Porta's studies. The discrepancy between humans and dogs with respect to vagal influences on HR has been the cause of many misunderstandings and even misconceptions in physiology. A comparable species issue may underlie the transfer from Dr. Baekey's (see Ref. Drs. Fortrat and Pagani (see Ref.
3) underline the fact that the debate resorts to oversimplification of a complicated underlying physiology. I could not agree more; in a recent publication (4) we stressed the noisy nature of autonomic nervous output as observed in various physiological measurements, be they mainly sympathetic or parasympathetic. When we look deeper how respiration may turn up in heart rate variations there is almost no end to the various mechanisms that all are involved in parallel.
